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Numerical simulation of dust-acoustic waves
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We use molecular dynamics~MD! and particle-in-cell~PIC! simulation methods, in which dust grains are
treated as discrete particles and the background plasma is included in the potential shielding~MD! or as a
Boltzmann fluid~PIC!, to investigate dust-acoustic waves in a one-dimensional, strongly coupled~with the
Coulomb coupling parameterG equal to the ratio of the Coulomb energy to the thermal energy, which is
greater than 1! dusty plasma. We study cases both where the dust is represented by a small number of
simulation particles that form into a regular array structure at largeG ~crystal limit! and where the dust is
represented by a much larger number of particles~fluid limit !. We show that the measured frequency for dust
acoustic waves satisfies either a fluidlike dispersion relation or a lattice wavelike dispersion relation, depending
on G and the number of simulation particles. Other PIC simulations, either with plasma ions represented as
particles rather than as a Boltzmann fluid or with collisions between the dust and the background gas, have also
been carried out and shown to agree with theoretical predictions. Numerical issues associated with smoothing
of the accumulated charge density in PIC simulations have also been addressed; smoothing is shown to affect
wave dispersion at high wave numbers in the fluid limit and low wave numbers in the crystal limit.
@S1063-651X~99!01602-5#

PACS number~s!: 52.35.Fp, 52.65.Rr, 52.25.Vy
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I. INTRODUCTION

When dust grains are introduced into a plasma, they
come charged and form a dusty plasma. The environm
near a comet and dust rings in planetary magnetosphere
the most common examples of dusty plasmas in space
though they also occur in the ionosphere as well as near
surface of the moon@1–3#. While dusty plasmas have bee
studied in the context of astrophysics for many years and
effect of electromagnetic fields on dust grains in planet
rings was vigorously investigated a decade ago@4#, a more
general interest in dusty plasmas has rapidly grown in
past few years. In part, this has been due to laboratory
periments that show a fascinating range of unusual phen
ena, including the formation of crystal-like structures a
large-amplitude waves@5–9#. Interest has also been gene
ated by the importance of contaminants in industrial proce
ing plasmas@10#. In addition, recent developed comput
tional capabilities and techniques allow these processes t
studied numerically with a high degree of realism that w
unavailable just a few years ago.

The presence of charged dust in a plasma adds additi
sources of free energy that can modify existing waves
excite new modes@11–13#. High-frequency modes~much
greater than frequencies associated with the dust! can be al-
tered because the dust can modify the number of unatta
electrons in the system or the relative drift between
plasma electrons and ions. More interesting effects occu
lower frequencies, where the dust dynamics enters dire
Although the dust chargeqd can be large, typically 103– 105

electron charges, and the dust massmd is also large~;1012

proton masses for a 1-mm-radius spherical grain!, so that
qd /md!1, the dust plasma frequency;qd /md

1/2 can be sig-
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nificant. Both electrostatic and electromagnetic modes e
and many have been studied analytically. One of the m
interesting wave modes is the dust-acoustic mode@14,15#,
which results from the oscillatory motion in a plasma wi
two species of widely differing masses, in this case dust
plasma ions, rather than ions and electrons. Dust-acou
waves have been studied in a number of laboratory exp
ments@7,9,16,17#, in which the basic dispersion properties
the waves have been measured. When a relative drift ex
between the plasma and the dust, dust-acoustic waves ca
driven unstable. Such a situation occurs in theE ring in the
inner magnetosphere of Saturn@18,19#, where the plasma
corotates with the planet while the dust follows Kepler o
bits. The relative drift speed between the plasma and the
is of the order of the ion thermal speed, which is sufficient
drive the instability.

In the past few years, it has been shown experiment
that dust grains in a plasma can form into a regular crys
line lattice@5,6,8#. By adjusting the parameters of the plasm
the plasma crystal can be changed into a liquid or a gase
state. It has been known for many years that coulomb s
tems can exist in a solid state when the coupling param
G, the ratio of the Coulomb energy to the thermal ener
exceeds;170; such processes have been investigated in
loidal systems and non-neutral plasmas~see, e.g.,@20#!.
Since the charge on a dust grain can be very large, i
possible achieve dusty plasmas withG;103– 105. The
plasma crystal is easily observed with a scanning laser a
video camera and forms in a few seconds. Dust-acou
waves can be excited in these systems by applying a s
voltage pulse to a probe in the plasma. The characteristic
the waves can be used to determine properties of the
grains, such as their charge and screening length@16# and
2263 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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even perhaps their size@21#. Low-frequency waves in a regu
lar crystal array may exhibit dispersion properties that
pend on the lattice@22,23#, in analogy to solid state physics
however, the measured wave properties in plasma crys
seem to correspond more closely to those obtained f
simple fluid theory@16#. Enhanced fluctuations are also a
sociated with the melting of the crystal@8,24,25#. In addition,
strongly coupled plasma effects may occur in these crys
@26,27#, although they do not appear to be significant
present experiments.

In this paper we describe simulation models for study
dust-acoustic waves and results of calculations. As descr
previously, there is general interest in the properties of
waves in both the fluid limit, where the dust is continuous
distributed, and the crystalline phase, where the dust con
of a few large grains collected into a regular lattice. Beca
the lattice forms in rf discharge plasmas near the outer e
of the sheath above the electrode, the flow of plasma i
into the sheath through the lattice can also be important
may contribute to the structure of the crystal that is form
@28# as well as to the spectrum of low-frequency fluctuatio
Moreover, the possible existence of lattice vibrations a
strongly coupled effects in such configurations is also of
terest. Simulations allow the properties of the waves to
studied in the absence of complicated effects, such as v
able grain charge, spatial inhomogeneities, and boundary
fects, although such effects could be addressed by calc
tions in the future.

Since the background plasma primarily provides shie
ing, the most straightforward simulation model is molecu
dynamics~MD! that calculates directly the interaction ofNd
dust grains with fixed charge and mass@29–32#. Each grain
is characterized by a screened Coulomb~Yukawa! potential,
which takes into account the effects of the plasma. The M
approach allows the grains to interact at distances sho
than a Debye length. Hence strongly coupled plasma
lattice effects at short wavelength can also be included
rectly. An alternative approach is to again treat the grains
discrete particles, but use a grid to compute the fields tha
particles experience. In this particle-in-cell~PIC! method, the
plasma electrons and ions are treated as a Boltzmann flu
constant temperature@33#. One simulates this system in th
usual manner, using PIC methods for the grain dynamics
solving Poisson’s equation to obtain the electric field@34#. If
one wants to model more complex situations, such as inc
ing the effect of flowing ions, the shielding of each gra
needs to be modified. In the MD model, this can be done
changing the form of the potential when one grain is loca
downstream of a second grain. For example, Melandso
Goree@28# have added a dipole force to model this intera
tion. In the PIC approach, the modification to include t
effects of plasma flow is less clear. The easiest~but most
expensive! approach is to represent the plasma ions by P
methods as well@19,35#.

Each of these numerical methods has its strengths
weaknesses. For studying the generation and propertie
dust-acoustic waves, one technique may be more approp
in certain regimes than others. In addition, the underly
assumptions of the physical model and/or the numer
method used in its implementation may add further c
straints. Additional conditions on the usefulness of a parti
-
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lar approach may be imposed by other physics dictated
the experimental conditions, such as collisional coupling
the background gas and plasma as well as boundary co
tions. While these sorts of issues for studying waves us
plasma simulation techniques are fairly well known in ord
nary collisionless plasmas~see, e.g.,@34#!, dusty plasmas add
new complications, as described previously.

While our eventual goal is the study of dust-acoustic-li
fluctuations in laboratory experiments, we realize the nee
start at a fairly elementary level and address some of
most fundamental issues first. Thus we concentrate on o
dimensional systems in which the dust is considered eithe
very fine grains, which can be modeled as a fluid, or
massive grains, as one finds in a plasma crystal. We beg
Sec. II with a brief review of the theory of dust-acoust
waves in these two limits and include the effects of latt
vibrations, strong coupling, and collisions. In Sec. III w
review the numerical techniques we will employ: MD tec
niques and PIC methods for the dust ions, with the plas
ions treated either as a Boltzmann fluid or as PIC partic
The results of various simulations are presented in Sec.
where we discuss both the physics of the simulations and
limitations imposed by the numerics. Results for the vario
methods will be compared and contrasted. The findings
this study are summarized in Sec. V and remaining issues
discussed.

II. THEORY

We consider low-frequency electrostatic waves in a du
plasma. The plasma is characterized by ions of number d
sity ni , chargeZie, massmi , and temperatureTi5

1
2miv i

2

and electrons of densityne , massme , charge2e, and tem-
peratureTe5 1

2meve
2. The dust grains are all assumed to

the same size~spherical with radiusa!, with mass md ,
chargeqd5Zde ~usually less than 0!, and temperatureTd .
The dust charge densitynd then relates the electron and io
densities through the condition of charge neutrality

Zini2ne1Zdnd50. ~1!

The dispersion relation relating the frequency of the wavev
to the wave numberk for dust-acoustic waves is readily ob
tained by linearizing and combining the continuity and m
mentum equations for all three species in standard fash
@14,15,18# to obtain

v5vd

k/kD

~11k2/kD
2 !1/2, ~2!

where the dust plasma frequency isvd5(4pndZd
2e2/md)1/2

and kD5lD
215(lDe

221lDi
22)1/2, where lDa

5(Ta/4pnaZa
2e2)1/2 is the Debye length for theath species.

WhenTe;Ti andne;ni , lD;lDe while for Te@Ti , which
will be valid for most of the results presented in this pap
lD;lDi .

The dispersion relation~2! is modified by several effects
that are important in various applications of dust-acous
waves. First, dust-acoustic waves are often observed in d
plasma crystals. The presence of dust-acoustic fluctuat
can be related to the periodicity of the lattice and seem to
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associated with the melting of the crystal@8,24#. Dust-
acoustic-like lattice waves have been analyzed using w
known techniques from solid state physics@24,36#. In this
case, the dispersion relation takes the form

v5vdf ~kDb!sin~kb/2!, ~3!

where

f ~kDb!5C~11kDb1kD
2 b2/2!1/2exp~2kDb/2!. ~4!

C5p21/2 andb is the spacing between grains in the lattic
Strongly coupled plasma effects may also occur in du

plasma. Such effects are characterized by the Coulomb
pling parameter

G5
Zd

2e2 exp~2d/2lD!

~d/2!kBTd
, ~5!

where d/2 is the Wigner-Seitz radius. Strictly speakin
strong coupling has not been worked out for a on
dimensional system. So here we take the Wigner-Seitz ra
to be half the intergrain spacing in a cubic lattice,d
5(1/nd)1/3, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.~Note that
here we distinguish betweend, the average spacing betwee
grains that can be positioned at random, andb, the separation
between grains equally spaced in an array. The first quan
is most relevant when a fluid description is being us
whereas the second quantity is significant when lattice
namics are important.! Strong coupling (G.1) can occur in
these systems since the dust charge can be very large
largeG @.170 for three-dimensional~3D! systems,.120 for
2D systems! strong coupling effects can be manifested in t
formation of crystallinelike structures in the dust@6,8#.

Strong coupling effects in dusty plasmas have rece
been considered theoretically by Rosenberg and Kalman@26#
and Murillo @27#. An approximate expression for the dispe
sion relation in this limit is given by Murillo:

v5vd

k/kD

~11k2/kD
2 !1/2

1

~11k2d2/16!1/2. ~6!

This expression does not depend explicitly onG; it is an
average fit for a range of differentG’s. A more complete
expression is given in Eq.~34! of Ref. @26#, which is valid in
the liquid phase at long wavelengths~for k5d/lD<1), and
is of the form

v5vd

k

kD
F 1

~11k2/kD
2 !

1 f ~k,G!G1/2

, ~7!

wheref is a complicated function ofk andG, given by Eq.
~35! of @26#. Both models show that the effect of stron
coupling is to reducev at short wavelengths, so that th
phase velocity is negative. For the range of wave number
interest here, the dispersion~]v/]k) approaches zero, bu
does not become strongly negative, as can occur at sh
wavelengths. The more comprehensive model@26# includes
strong coupling effects on the plasma compressibility, wh
results in a reduction of the phase speed at long waveleng
as shown later.

A third modification involves the inclusion of collision
between the plasma species and the background neutral
ll
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cies. In the cold fluid limit, the left-hand side of Eq.~2! is
replaced with@v8(v81 inc)#1/2, wherenc represents colli-
sion of dust or plasma ions with the neutral spec
@16,37,38#. In the collisionless case, the fluid damping rate
the wavesg is zero. With collisions, the complex frequenc
v8 goes tov2 inc/2, so the damping rate is increased
nc/2. Also, the left-hand side goes to (v21nc

2/4)1/2 and
hence the real frequency is reduced. For finite temperat
the dispersion equation must be solved numerically, as
cussed later.

A fourth effect ~which we will not consider, but discus
briefly for completeness! is the relative drift between the dus
ions and the plasma. As noted earlier, such a relative d
can arise in planetary rings. A similar drift also occurs
many laboratory discharges, either by directly inducing it@7#
or naturally by the plasma flows in the sheath region of
discharges where dusty crystals tend to form. The prese
of the drift allows the dust-acoustic waves to become
stable and hence grow to large amplitude from backgro
fluctuations. While analytical expressions can be obtain
for the growth rateg in the limit of relatively small or very
large ion drifts@18#, in general, one needs to solve the d
persion relation numerically when the drift is comparable
the ion thermal velocity~see, e.g.,@19,39#!.

To show how these effects modify the dispersion relat
in a quantitative manner, we consider a set of specific par
eters, which are roughly based on typical experimental c
ditions in rf discharges, which will be used throughout t
study. Using ion quantities as normalization, withZi51, we
assumend /ni51024, Zb522000, Td /Ti51, and md /mi
51012. This further implies thatne /ni50.8 and, assuming
Te /Ti540, kD;lDi

215ki . Usingndd351 implies a particle
spacingd of kid55.3. For the above parameters, one fin
the coupling parameter@Eq. ~5!# G;120 for Td /Ti51. We
will also show simulation results at smallerG by reducing
the dust temperature. For a few of the calculations, an ar
cially small dust massmd /mi5106 is used instead. This is
needed when the motion of the plasma ions is explicitly
cluded.

With these parameters, the dispersion relation includ
the various additional effects can be plotted. Equation~2! for
these parameters is plotted in Fig. 1 as a solid line. The

FIG. 1. Real frequencyv, normalized to the dust plasma fre
quencyvd , versus wave numberk, normalized to the inverse ion
Debye lengthki , as computed from fluid theory@Eq. ~2!# ~solid
curve!, fluid theory with strongly coupled correction@Eq. ~6!# ~dot-
ted curve!, fluid theory with strongly coupled correction@Eq. ~7!#
~dot-dashed curve!, and lattice dynamics@Eq. ~3!# ~dashed curve!.
The parameters are given in the text.
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frequencyv is linear at smallk and bends over ask ap-
proaches unity. Superimposed on the figure is the disper
relation modified by the lattice@Eq. ~3!, dashed line# with
b5d and strongly coupled effects@Eq. ~6!, dotted line; Eq.
~7!, dot-dashed line#. At short wavelengths, the strongl
coupled effects in both models lead to a comparable red
tion of the frequency. The reduction increases withG. At
long wavelengths, Eq.~6! reduces to the fluid limit~2!, while
the more complete model~7! gives a reduction in the phas
speed that also increases withG; for G;100, this reduction
is about 10%. Lattice effects lead to a larger reduction of
frequency compared to the fluid case; for short waveleng
where kb.p (k/ki50.6), the wave dispersion becom
negative.

Figure 2 shows the effect of including collisions betwe
the dust grains and the background gas. Again, the real
imaginary parts of the frequency are solved numerically@Eq.
~2! in @40##, using the same parameters as above, with
dust-neutral collision frequencynd50.5vd . We have also
plotted the numerical solution fornd50 for comparison as
the dotted lines. Including collisions tends to reduce the r
frequency of the waves compared to the collisionless c
and increase the wave damping by aboutnd/2. At small k,
the real frequency is reduced to approximately zero and
damping rate decreases with wave number. In the absen
collisions, the kinetic wave damping rate is very small~,1%
of vd!.

The results displayed in Figs. 1 and 2, which use para
eters that are characteristic of many laboratory experime
indicate both numerical and experimental challenges of
ferring plasma properties of the plasma and dust from d
acoustic waves. We note from Fig. 1 that the difference
tween the fluid dispersion relation and corrections impo
by the lattice or strongly coupling are relatively small at lo
wavelengths and become sizable only at short waveleng
The modification to the wave dispersion due to collision
effects are likely to complicate the interpretation of the
corrections@16,26#. In addition, the presence of plasma flo
~which we do not consider in this paper! can also modify the
dispersion. In a realistic 3D dusty plasma crystal, the fl
will be primarily in one direction~normal to the electrode!
and the driven oscillations in this direction will likely coup
to other modes in the transverse directions as well. Th

FIG. 2. Numerical solution of the dispersion equation includi
collisions between dust and background gas (nc50.5vd), showing
v versusk ~top panel! and damping rateg versusk ~bottom panel!;
the dotted curve is the collisionless result for comparison. The
rameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
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complications are beyond the scope of this study. As we w
show in Sec. IV, numerical issues can add further comple
ties to interpreting the results in the calculations.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section we review the numerical methods that
will use to simulate dust-acoustic waves. We also discuss
initial conditions of the simulations as well as method us
to model collisional coupling to the weakly ionized, bac
ground plasma. The techniques that are used to construc
dispersion relation are also described.

As discussed briefly in the Introduction, we employ bo
PIC and MD methods. MD methods are conceptually si
pler, in that one computes directly the two-body interactio
betweenNd charged dust grains. By including all the inte
actions, one treats both short-range and long-range inte
tions identically. The effect of the background plasma is
cluded as the shielding around each of the grains, with
potential surrounding each particle assumed to be a shie
Coulomb~Yukawa! potential, i.e.,

f~x!5
Zde

x
exp~2x/lD!. ~8!

Each dust particle has massmd and chargeZde and is char-
acterized by its velocityv i and positionxi . The equations of
motion for thei th particle are

md

dn i

dt
52(

j Þ i
Zde

df~ ux2xj u!
dx U

x5xi

,

~9!
dxi

dt
5n i ,

where the sum is over the other dust particles. As descri
later, the calculations are done in a periodic system, wh
implies that the sum must be done not only over the simu
tion particles in the actual system but also over their co
terparts in periodic replications of the system. However,
cause of Debye shielding, in practice we need only wo
about particles that are located within6L/2 of the i th par-
ticle.

Other effects that can occur in a realistic experiment c
also be included by augmenting the grain-grain interacti
with an external potential that models the effects of the el
trical force due to an imposed electric field at the bound
and the gravitational force@30,32#. In addition, the effect of
the interaction with the background plasma can be inclu
through an imposed cooling of the grains or through
addition of a short-range force to model neutral-dust co
sions @41#. By suitably modifying the potential structure
wakes due to flowing plasma can also be readily incor
rated@28#.

MD simulations generally are characterized by rather h
noise levels due to the short-range interactions. In addit
because of the need to resolve each grain-grain interac
the time step is relatively small. Increasing the particle nu
ber decreases the intergrain particle spacing and thus lea
small time steps and longer computer runs. This is offset
the ability to model short-range interactions self-consisten
and the simplicity of extending the calculations to three

a-
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mensions. For doing complex problems, there are soph
cated methods available to make MD more efficient@29#, but
for the one-dimensional calculations to be presented h
they are not necessary.

While direct, MD-like methods were used in the ear
days of numerical simulation of collisionless plasmas; P
methods replaced them in the early 1970s. In the P
method, the electromagnetic fields that the particles exp
ence are stored on a grid. The field information at the g
points located on either side of each particle is interpola
to the particle position to determine the instantaneous fo
by which the particle is advanced to the next time lev
After the particles are moved, their charges and currents
interpolated back onto the grid. Using these source terms
electromagnetic fields are then solved on the grid. In t
case, the equations of motion are

md

dv i

dt
52Zde

df~x!

dx U
x5xi

,

~10!
dxi

dt
5v i ,

where the electrostatic potentialf obeys Poisson’s equatio

d2f~x!

dx2 2kD
2 f~x!524pZde@nd~x!2nd0#, ~11!

with the background plasma included as a correction to
linear dielectric.nd0 is the spatial average ofnd(x). f(x)
andnd(x) are calculated on a fixed grid ofN cells, at posi-
tions xk5(k21/2)L/N, k51,2, . . . ,N, as described in
Chap. 2 of Ref.@34#. This method of interpolation betwee
particles and the grid has the advantage that short-rang
teractions are smeared out, reducing the level of fluctuat
considerably. As is typically done, it is assumed here that
particle size corresponds to the cell size and linear inter
lation is used both in collecting the source terms and in
termining the electric field experienced by each particle~see,
e.g., Ref.@34#, pp. 19–22!. This means that the electric fiel
experienced by the grains in a cell is just a linear function
their position in the cell. Further reduction of the short-ran
forces occurs because of additional smoothing that can
applied to the source terms when the solving the field eq
tions. The additional smoothing retains the linear nature
the force experienced by a particle, but reduces the ce
cell variations. Long-range interactions are essentially si
lar to the MD approach. However, one can show that P
methods require onlyNd logNd computations per time step
compared toNd

2 for MD. In the case of the PIC method, on
can use only a few simulation particles to represent the la
grains in a dusty plasma crystal or many simulation partic
to represent a quasicontinuum of dust grains as would
described by fluid theory. However, calculations in mo
than one spatial dimension require some effort to solve
field equations. In the calculations to follow, we consid
only electrostatic interactions and hence just solve Poiss
equation. We assume that all the dust grains have ident
fixed charges, but one could also imagine allowing the gr
charge to vary in time or having a distribution of charge
sizes@19#.
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In the simplest PIC simulations, the background plas
ions and electrons are modeled as a Boltzmann fluid, wh
enters into the solution of Poisson’s equation. In some sim
lations, we will instead treat the background ions, like t
dust grains, as simulation particles. This has the advan
that the ion interactions are all self-consistent and is m
useful for more complex problems, such as those involv
ion flow. However, it implies that one must follow th
plasma ions as well as the dust. Because of the highly
parate time scales between dust and plasma ions, we us
artificially small dust mass~md /mp5106 rather than
md /mp;1012 for a 1-mm dust grain!. PIC simulations with
particle dust grains and plasma ions have been used to s
short-range correlations@35# as well the dust-acoustic insta
bility in a flowing plasma with@40# and without@19# colli-
sions with the background gas. Simulations with PIC io
and electrons have been done to study grain charging
self-consistent manner@42,43#.

The PIC and MD simulations carried out in this stud
have been initialized in the same manner. Particles are pla
in the simulation domain at equally spaced positions a
given random thermal velocities. Periodic boundary con
tions are used for particle motion and the electrostatic po
tial ~electric field! in both methods. In both types of calcula
tions, local fluctuations develop and the particles acqu
random displacements from these positions, resulting ev
tually in some heating of the dust. In most calculations, t
heating does not affect the overall results. In order to ve
this, in some calculations the dust temperature was fixed
renormalizing the velocities of the dust grains each time s
to ensure that the temperature is truly constant@44#. Alterna-
tively, a collision operator is turned on to cool off the pa
ticles to a prescribed temperature for some time~usually
vdt550!. This is done using the Langevin approach we ha
developed for semicollisional plasmas@45# and have applied
to collisional dusty plasmas@40#. After moving the particles,
the velocity of each particlev i is subject to collisions with
the background plasma (nc), according to the Langevin
equation@44#

dv i

dt
52ycv i1v thA2yctR, ~12!

whereR is a random number andv th is the thermal velocity.
This has the effect of collisionally slowing and cooling~or
heating! the grains to the velocity and temperature of t
background. This process produces some small fluctuat
in the temperature of the dust grains. We also apply
approach in Eq.~12! continuously through the run to treat th
effect of collisions with the background gas, as discus
earlier in regard to Fig. 2.

In all of the simulations, we use a similar time ste
vdDt50.05. The simulations are run~after the initial ran-
domization and cooling period of 100vd

21! for 410vd
21, dur-

ing which time~8192 time steps! we collect the electrostatic
potential on the grid. The grid consists of 128 equally spa
positions for a system length ofLki585. In the case of the
MD simulations, where no potential profile or even a grid
needed, we calculate the potential on a fictitious grid~i.e., on
fictitious particles with fixed spatial locations! in the same
manner as for the PIC simulations. We then Fourier tra
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form the data in space and time. For each wave number
obtain a spectrum of frequencies. From suitable wave-po
averaged frequencies, we compute a mean frequencyv for
each wave numberk. The spread of frequencies about t
mean is typically;5%. We will show plots of the dispersio
relationv versusk for the various runs we present in Sec. I
Experimentally, one usually launches waves of fixed f
quency and measures the~complex! wave number. Our late
studies will consider such launched waves and the resu
spatial damping effects.

Finally, we will consider two limiting cases. To mode
dusty crystal-like structures in both MD and PIC simulation
we use 32 particles in the simulation. For the parame
given above, this corresponds to a particle spacingb of about
one electron Debye length~five ion Debye lengths!, with b
5d5nd

21/3. In the PIC simulations, this corresponds
about one particle every four computational cells. For
PIC calculations, we will also consider the fluid limit, whe
discreteness effects usually associated with dust grains
ignored; here the dust is presented by roughly 100 parti
per cell. In this case, the particle number is so large and
interparticle spacing is so small that MD methods are
practical.

IV. SIMULATIONS

In this section we present the results from a number
different simulations, comparing the dispersion relation
dust-acoustic waves for different physical or numerical
rameters. We begin with MD simulations for a plasma cr
tal containing 32 dust grains. The physical parameters h
been all given in the preceding section. We consider th
cases, in which the dust temperature is varied, so thatG is
120, 12, or 1.2. The results are shown in Fig. 3, in a form
used in subsequent plots. Plotted as curves in the figure
the fluid dispersion relation~2! as the solid curve, the fluid
dispersion relation with strongly coupled corrections~6! as
the dotted line, and the dispersion relation appropriate fo
1D lattice ~3! as the dashed line. The symbols represent
real frequencyv as a function of wave numberk for the
various simulations. The circles correspond to the run w
G5120. In this case, one finds from the calculations tha
regular crystal structure forms. The points correspond ra
closely to the dispersion relation predicted by the latt
theory @23#, with the frequency dropping to near zero
k/ki51.2, corresponding tokb52p. ~With a finer spatial

FIG. 3. v versusk from MD simulations withNd532 andG
5120 ~circles!, 12 ~squares!, and 1.2~diamonds!. Curves in this
and subsequent figures are the theoretical results from Fig. 1.
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grid, one can show that the sinusoidal pattern repeat
higher wave numbers.! The squares correspond to the run
smallerG512. In this case, one expects a more liquid b
havior, with the frequency falling, but not going to zero,
kb52p. The third case~diamonds! corresponds toG51.2.
In this case, one expects the grains to be in a gaseous s
obeying a more fluidlike dispersion relation. Fork/ki.0.6,
the points lie above, but more closely to, the dotted cur
which is the strongly coupled modification to the fluid di
persion relation @27#. At long wavelengths k/ki,0.6,
strongly coupling effects at largeG are negligible and the
points follow the solid curve, the fluid relation~2!.

We now contrast these results with different simulatio
done with PIC techniques. We begin in Fig. 4, with simu
tions in the fluid regime, where the dust is represented
100 macroparticles per computational cell~i.e., 12 800 total
particles!. In this case, one expects that discrete effects w
be negligible and that one should recover the wave prope
obtained from the fluid equations. Again, we consider th
cases: G5120 ~circles!, 12 ~squares!, and 1.2~diamonds!
and display the results in Fig. 4 in the same format as Fig
At short wavelengths, the strongly coupled case (G5120)
more closely follows the dotted curve~6!. As G is reduced,
the frequencies follow the fluid dispersion relation to high
k, before leveling off. At long wavelengths, the points corr
sponding to the cases at higherG generally fall below those
at low G. A least-squares~linear! fit to the five smallestk
values yields phase speeds relative to the fluid limit~51.0!
of 1.160.05 atG51, 1.060.05 atG512, and 0.960.05 at
G5120. The reduction in phase speed withG is consistent
with theory @26#, although calculations have not been do
explicitly for these parameters in a 1D model. The theo
derived for k5d/lD,1, has not been extended to the r
gime k.1 ~k;5 in the simulations!. Moreover, differences
to the strong coupling correction to the compressibility b
tween the 3D theory and the 1D simulations have not
been worked out.

In order to test the sensitivity of these PIC results to n
merical effects, we consider theG5120 case, but vary the
way that the dust density information that is collected on
spatial grid is treated. These results are presented in Fig
The circles correspond to the same case as shown in Fi
where no numerical smoothing is applied to the collec
density, which is used to solve Poisson’s equation. T
squares correspond to a run where we apply a sim
smoothing routine, in which the charge density in thej th cell
is taken to be a weighted average of the values in thej

FIG. 4. v versusk from PIC simulations withNd512 800 and
G5120 ~circles!, 12 ~squares!, and 1.2~diamonds!.
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21)th ~25%!, the j th ~50%!, and the (j 11)th ~25%! cells.
With this simple smoothing routine, one sees similar res
at long wavelength but a reduction of the frequency
k/ki.0.6, which corresponds to wave modes that are
solved by fewer than eight cells. The diamonds corresp
to the results of a third simulation in which a stronger, no
linear filter is applied. This filter is applied by Fourier tran
forming the accumulated charge density intok space, reduc-
ing the wave power in waves with mode number greater t
16 ~i.e., waves resolved by fewer than eight cells! exponen-
tially, and transforming the truncated spectrum back to r
space. As one sees in the figure, the spectrum is well re
sented by the fluid dispersion relation below this cutoff, b
for high wave numbers, the frequency is strongly reduc
This shows that the PIC methods with smoothed density p
files are valid at long wavelengths, but care must be use
interpreting results at shorter wavelengths.

Figure 6 shows how the dispersion relation for the~un-
smoothed! PIC simulations varies as the particle number
reduced. Again, the dust temperature is low, correspond
to G5120. Plotted as the circles is a run withNd5128, i.e.,
one simulation particle per cell. This result is nearly identi
to that in Figs. 4 and 5~again as circles! where Nd
512 800. One can show that the results are essentially id
tical for Nd varying between these two limiting values. Th
second case, shown as squares, corresponds toNd564, i.e.,
one particle for every two cells. In this case again, the fl
dispersion relation continues to be obeyed, even though
might imagine that discrete effects would begin to appe
According to Eq.~3!, the lattice dispersion equation expect

FIG. 5. v versusk from PIC simulations withNd512 800 and
G5120 for no smoothing ~circles!, simple local smoothing
~squares!, and nonlinear smoothing~diamonds!.

FIG. 6. v versusk from ~unsmoothed! PIC simulations withG
5120 andNd5128 ~circles! ~corresponding to one particle pe
cell!, 64 ~squares! ~0.5 particles per cell!, and 32~diamonds! ~0.25
particles per cell!.
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for 64 equally spaced particles would be a sine function t
reaches its first maximum atk/ki51.2, with an amplitude of
v/vd50.4, which is considerably different from that whic
is found. Discrete effects do become manifest atNd532, i.e.,
one particle every four cells. In this case, with the measu
frequencies shown as diamonds, the dispersion rela
obeys the lattice dispersion relation~3!, with the frequency
peaking atk/ki50.6 and falling to zero atk/ki51.2, as in
Fig. 3.

The results of PIC simulations withNd532, correspond-
ing to the crystal state, are shown in Fig. 7, where the d
temperature is varied. Again, the simulations are
smoothed in space and the three casesG5120 ~circles!, 12
~squares!, and 1.2~diamonds! can be directly compared to
the MD results~which use the same number of particles! in
Fig. 3. One sees in comparing these figures that they are
similar, showing solid~lattice! behavior at the highestG,
more liquid behavior at the intermediateG, and fluid-like
behavior atG51.2. In the present simulations, the frequen
for the lattice waves is slightly larger than the theoretic
value ~and the value obtained in the MD calculations!. Be-
cause of the sharing of charge between gird points, this s
gests that the average effective particle spacingb is slightly
smaller thanL/Nd , so that from Eq.~4!, kb is slightly less.
Hencef (kDb), and thusv, is slightly larger. This conjecture
has been confirmed by redoing the simulations using a n
est grid point method of charge accumulation instead of d
tributing the charge between the two neighboring grid poi
@34#. In this case, the frequencies indeed are slightly~;5%!
smaller.

We have also carried out smoothing tests in the cry
limit, as summarized in Fig. 8. As in Fig. 5, we compare P

FIG. 7. v versusk from ~unsmoothed! PIC simulations with
Nd532 andG5120 ~circles!, 12 ~squares!, and 1.2~diamonds!.

FIG. 8. v versusk from PIC simulations withNd532 andG
5120 for no smoothing~circles!, simple local smoothing~squares!,
and nonlinear smoothing~diamonds!.
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simulations with no smoothing~circles!, simple 1
4-

1
2-

1
4

smoothing ~squares!, and the more complex filter routin
~diamonds!, with Nd532 and G5120. The case with no
smoothing was shown in Fig. 7. With simple smoothing, t
latticelike dispersion relation is still obeyed, but the freque
cies of longer-wavelength modes (k/ki,0.6) are increased
to values intermediate between the lattice and fluid lim
The more complex, nonlinear filter causes these lo
wavelength modes to satisfy the fluid dispersion equation~2!
since the smoothing tends to remove discrete effects as
ated with the small number of grains. At shorter wav
lengths, the frequency is reduced, so thatv is nearly zero at
kb52p, similar to the unsmoothed case.

We have also included collisions of dust grains with t
background gas, as described in Sec. III. We compare
previous unsmoothed PIC simulations withG5120 andNd
512 800~open circles! andNd532 ~open squares!, with cor-
responding runs wherenc50.5vd ~closed symbols!, as
shown in Fig. 9. As predicted by linear theory~Fig. 2!, in
both the fluid and crystal limits, the frequency of the wav
is reduced, although the general shape of the dispersion
lation is relatively unchanged. The percentage reduction
the frequency in each case is consistent with that calcul
from linear theory. At long wavelengths, we find a sm
reduction of the frequency, rather thanv→0, as Fig. 2 indi-
cates. Although the linear damping rates in Fig. 2 are lar
the waves are not completely damped out. A comparison
the fluctuation levels in the two fluid regime runs shows t
with collisions, the fluctuation levels are about a factor of
lower compared to the collisionless case@46#. Whereas in the
case of no collisions there is a very slow rise of the fluct
tions with time, in the presence of strong collisions, the flu
tuations stay clamped at their lower, thermal level throu
out the run.

Finally, we have carried out PIC simulations in which t
plasma ions are also treated as particles rather than
Boltzmann fluid. There are 100 dust simulation particles
cell along with 400 plasma simulation particles. In this ca
as shown in Fig. 10, the nonlinear smoothing is employ
As in Fig. 5, the waves tend to follow the fluid dispersio
curve up tok/ki50.6, when the nonlinear filter kicks in an
reduces the wave frequencies for shorter wavelengths
long wavelengths, there is some enhancement of the
quency. This may be a nonlinear effect, due to mode c
pling because of the much larger noise levels in these si

FIG. 9. v versusk from ~unsmoothed! PIC simulations includ-
ing dust-background collisions (nc50.5vd) for G5120 andNd

532 ~filled circles! and 12 800~filled squares!; open symbols are
for the corresponding cases without collisions.
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lations ~a factor of 100 larger compared to the run that us
Boltzmann ions!.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper we have discussed the use of molecular
namics and particle-in-cell techniques in modeling lo
frequency wave behavior in dusty plasmas. We have u
these techniques to model dusty plasmas both in the l
where discreteness effects of the dust can be ignored an
resulting system can be described by fluid equations an
the limit where the dust grains are large and form into
regular, latticelike array. In this second, so-called crystal
gime, we have shown that MD methods are able to ac
rately simulate lattice waves when the dust is relatively c
and the coupling parameterG is large enough that the soli
state is achieved. Moreover, at smaller values of the coup
parameter, both liquid and gaseous~including strong cou-
pling corrections! states can be simulated, as reflected in
accurate representation of the dispersion relation of d
acoustic-like waves. As one includes all the two-body int
actions between grains in this method, MD simulations wo
best when the particle number is relatively small.

On the other hand, PIC methods, which treat the gra
grain interactions indirectly through the medium of a grid
which moments are collected and the field equations
solved, have been shown to accurately model dusty plas
in the absence of discreteness effects, i.e., the fluid reg
Some care must be used if smoothing of the moment
applied in order to reduce the fluctuations in the syste
Because of smoothing, the short-wavelength portion of
wave spectrum will probably not be properly represent
however, the long-wavelength portion of the spectrum w
be accurately reproduced. In the absence of smoothing,
methods have been shown to reproduce the fluid disper
relation modified by strongly coupled plasma effects both
short wavelengths~where the effect is large! and at long
wavelengths~where the effect is smaller!. The crystal limit
can also be modeled by PIC methods, but again smoothin
an issue. In this limit, smoothing can modify the lon
wavelength portion of the spectrum and make the dispers
more fluidlike rather than latticelike. In the absence
smoothing, the lattice dispersion relation is generated wh
ever there are sufficiently few particles~e.g., about one par
ticle every four cells! that discreteness effects appear. In th
limit, with relatively few particles, PIC methods are about
computationally efficient, and somewhat less accurate

FIG. 10. v versusk from PIC simulations with particle plasm
ions (Np551 200) andNd512 800.
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doing short-range interactions, than MD methods. This w
be particularly true in more than one spatial dimension.

We have also shown how collisions between grains
the background plasma and/or neutral gas can be include
PIC methods. Generally, collisions reduce the real freque
and increase the damping of the waves; this can be sh
theoretically and has been confirmed by the simulations
both the fluid and crystal limits. PIC methods also allow t
background ions to be treated kinetically, which can be
portant if there is additional physics, such as flow betwe
the dust and the plasma, that modifies the symmetry of
shielding cloud around each dust grain. Here we have sh
that in the absence of flow, the simulations indicate that
dispersion properties of the waves are not modified to a
nificant degree, except perhaps at very long wavelengths
kinetic ions. However, the simulations have a much hig
overall level of fluctuations, which may lead to mode co
pling and hence the long-wavelength modification of t
spectrum.

While this study has concentrated on simple on
dimensional, periodic systems, actual dusty plasmas are
three dimensional, or perhaps thin enough in one dimen
that they are nearly two dimensional and usually aperio
In such situations and where the dust grains are relativ
large and form into crystalline structures, MD simulatio
provide the best modeling method. If the grains are sma
and overall fluidlike dynamics are the goal of the simulati
study, PIC methods with Boltzmann ions should be used
there is relative flow between plasma and dust species,
interaction becomes more complex. In this case, some m
for the interaction involving the wake produced by a du
grain in a flowing plasma@25,28# or treating the proces
through some sort of dipole force@47,48# could be used in
both MD and PIC simulations. If possible, such calculatio
should be compared to PIC simulations with particle io
The coupling of waves produced by flow in one direction
other low-frequency wave modes generated in the direct
o-
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transverse to the flow may also require further modificat
of the interaction between dust grains in both the MD a
PIC descriptions.

Experimentally, dusty plasma crystals are produced
low-density rf discharges, where the dust grains collect
traps above the electrodes@5,6,8#. In these traps, the down
ward gravitational force is balanced by the repulsive elec
static force of negatively charged grains. There is also fl
of plasma through the trap towards the electrode. Typica
the trap is only a few layers thick. In such a system,
excitation and detection of low-frequency waves in the flo
direction is very difficult@49# and waves have usually bee
studied in the plane transverse to the flow@16#. In this case
modification to the wave properties seen to be dominated
collisions rather than strongly coupled plasmas effe
@16,26,50–52#. However, the study of waves in the flow d
rection may lead to a better understanding of wave gen
tion and coupling in a three-dimensional system. Furth
more, it may give some information about the properties
the shielding provided by the background plasma@16# or
about the size of the dust grains themselves@21#. In addition,
since low-frequency waves are observed as the crystal m
@8#, their study may also contribute to further understand
of the phase transition process. Moreover, since some ex
ments indicate that relatively large-amplitude waves can
generated@7,9#, and other experiments show waves
strings of dust grains@53#, simulations of these systems ma
say something about the nonlinear behavior of the wave
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